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Abstrat. We disuss the expeted features in nulear relaxation and Knight

shift measurements for the Kondo senario for the �0.7 feature� in semiondutor

quantum point ontat (QPC) devies de�ned in two-dimensional eletron gases

(2DEGs). As the ondutane is more sensitive to the nulear polarisation in the

entre of the QPC ompared to that in the 2DEG leads, our analysis is foused

in the region near to the entre of the QPC. We show that the exhange oupling

of a bound eletron in the QPC with the nulei would lead to, in the region near

to the entre of the QPC, a muh higher rate of nulear relaxation ompared to

that involving exhange of nulear spin with ondution eletrons. Away from the

entre of the QPC, we �nd that the distane beyond whih the latter (ondution

eletron) mehanism beomes equally important is of the order of typial QPC

lengths; thus, between these two eletroni mehanisms, relaxation by oupling

to the bound eletron dominates within the QPC. Furthermore, we show that

the temperature dependene of the nulear relaxation due to oupling to the

bound eletron is non-monotoni as opposed to the linear−T relaxation from

oupling with ondution eletrons. Nulear spin di�usion proesses restrit the

range of validity of this analysis. We present a qualitative analysis of additional

relaxation due to nulear spin di�usion (NSD), and ompare the nulear relaxation

times assoiated with NSD and the above eletroni mehanisms. We disuss

irumstanes in whih NSD will a�et our results signi�antly, and suggest ways

in whih NSD may be suppressed in the QPC so that the Kondo physis may be

unearthed. Nulear relaxation together with Knight shift measurements, will help

in verifying whether the �0.7� feature is indeed due to the presene of a bound

eletron in the QPC. While some of the results have also been disussed in the

ontext of paramagneti impurities in bulk ondutors, our analysis is intended

for appliation to the 0.7 e�et in semiondutor systems. The qualitative and

quantitative estimates we make will allow experimental tests of the Kondo senario

for the 0.7 feature in QPCs in two-dimensional eletron gas heterostrutures.

1. Introdution

1.1. The 0.7 ondutane anomaly

The ballisti ondutane G of a quantum point ontat (QPC) devie, measured as a

funtion of the width of the hannel transverse to the urrent, is quantised in integer

multiples of G0 = 2e2/h in the absene of a magneti �eld and eletron interations.

The appliation of a strong in-plane magneti �eld lifts the eletron spin degeneray

through Zeeman splitting without a�eting the eletron trajetories in the plane of the

http://arxiv.org/abs/0806.0641v1
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devie, and the quantisation then appears in multiples of G0/2. These e�ets had been
observed sine 1988 [1, 2℄, and well-understood as arising from the quantisation of the

eletron momentum in the QPC in the diretion transverse to the urrent (transverse

sub-bands) [2, 3℄. A remarkable set of measurements [4, 5, 6℄, beginning in 1996, on

the ubiquitous but hitherto overlooked additional �0.7 features� between suessive

quantised plateaus of the ballisti ondutane has, sine then, lead us to ritially

question our understanding of eletron transport in the humble QPC and diretly

inspired a great deal of experimental [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15℄ and theoretial

[16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29℄ work.

Some of the salient features of this �0.7 e�et,� as it is usually referred to are

as follows. The ballisti ondutane, as a funtion of the gate voltage (that ontrols

the ross-setional width of the QPC), shows shoulder-like strutures at the �steps�

marking the transitions between suessive quantised ondutane plateaus, Gn =
nG0. The shoulders usually our at values of around 0.7Gn between neighbouring

quantised plateaus Gn and Gn+1, [4, 5℄ although their positions are not universal

and have been known to our as low as 0.5G0 [6, 8℄. The shoulders are not due

to disorder e�ets nor they are transmission resonanes [5℄. The most prominent

shoulder ours where the QPC makes a transition from a pinh-o� state (n = 0)
to the �rst quantised plateau. The temperature dependene of this feature is very

unusual [4, 5, 7, 8, 10℄. Dereasing the temperature makes it less well-de�ned, and it

altogether disappears at low temperatures of the order of a few tens of millikelvins.

Inreasing the temperature makes the feature more well-de�ned, until, beyond a few

kelvins, the feature as well as the quantised plateaus begin to get thermally smeared

out. The temperature dependene has been �tted with an Arrhenius law [7℄ as well as

a power law [10℄, and the ondutane hange over the temperature range in whih the

feature exists is insu�ient to resolve this ambiguity. The harateristi temperature

sale assoiated with the feature is of the order of a kelvin. Upon the appliation

of an in-plane magneti �eld that removes eletron spin degeneray through Zeeman

splitting without a�eting their trajetories in the plane of the devie, the 0.7 shoulder
shifts lower in a smooth manner, �nally moving to 0.5G0 at �elds of the order of a few

tesla (orresponding to omplete lifting of eletron spin degeneray). This is evidene

that the feature is intimately onneted with eletron spin. The 0.7 feature is believed
to arise due to eletron interation [4, 5, 7, 8, 10℄ as an be seen from the following

two harateristi features. The gyromagneti ratio ge of the eletrons is larger in

the lowest sub-bands by a fator of about two ompared with the bulk GaAs value of

ge = −0.44, and dereases towards −0.44 in the higher sub-bands [4, 5℄. Enhanement

of the gyromagneti ratio may be assoiated with eletron interation. Sine in the

lower sub-bands, the number of eletrons in the QPC is smaller and eletrostati

sreening is weaker, eletron interation e�ets suh as exhange are expeted to be

stronger there. In presene of a non-zero soure-drain potential di�erene Vsd, dG/dVsd

shows a zero-bias anomaly (peak) at Vsd = 0, whih is not generally expeted for

noninterating eletrons [10℄.

Numerous senarios have been studied for the 0.7 feature ranging from eletron

spin polarisation in the QPC [4, 7, 8, 9, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21℄, exhange splitting

of few eletron bound states in the QPC [22℄, Kondo e�et arising from quasi-bound

eletrons in the QPC [10, 23, 24℄, ferromagneti Luttinger liquids [25℄, harge [26℄ and

spin density waves[27℄, and Wigner rystallisation e�ets in one dimension [20, 28℄. Of

these, the eletron spin polarisation and Kondo senarios have been most extensively

studied, while the Wigner rystallisation senario is a more reent proposal that also
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looks promising.

Choosing theoretially between the eletron spin polarisation and Kondo pitures

has proved di�ult beause both have been able to substantially desribe the

experimental observations. Reent measurements of the 0.7 feature in hole-doped

GaAs in Ref. [9℄ used two QPCs in a hole-fousing setup that laimed to on�rm

the spin polarisation piture and rule out the Kondo piture as inompatible with

their data. On the other hand, features suh as the zero bias anomaly observed in

measurements at non-zero Vsd [10℄ have not been explained using the spin polarisation

piture, although there has been a suggestion that the zero bias anomaly an also arise

from baksattering by aousti phonons [29℄.

1.2. NMR for the 0.7 feature

In this paper we disuss the signatures in nulear relaxation of the presene of a bound

eletron in a short QPC. We present a fairly detailed review on nulear relaxation in

the presene of a bound eletron in the QPC. The purpose is twofold. First, these

NMR methods are not yet being used in the 0.7 ommunity and an analysis of nulear

relaxation in this ontext may be useful. Seond, we have reently studied [30℄ nulear

relaxation in QPCs for the Kondo senario as well as for the other proposed physial

mehanisms for the 0.7 feature. Here we present details of the alulations for the

�Kondo� part in Ref. [30℄, and also disuss in addition, the e�ets of nulear spin

di�usion proesses on the relevane of the analysis.

Nulear relaxation measurements in nanosale systems suh as QPCs have been

hampered, in omparison with bulk systems, by the small number of polarised nulei.

Reently, however, it has been shown how nulear polarisation may be reated

[31, 30℄ and deteted [30, 32℄ in QPCs through the measurement of the two-terminal

ondutane. In this paper, we devote our attention to the region near the entre of

the QPC as the ondutane is more sensitive to nulear polarisation in this region

than it is to nulear polarisation away from the QPC in the 2DEG leads.

We ompare the nulear relaxation rates from the oupling of the nulei with (a)

the bound eletron and (b) the ondution eletrons both above and below the Kondo

temperature TK . We show that near to the entre of the QPC, the relaxation through

oupling with the bound eletron will be in general muh faster, and furthermore,

follow a (very di�erent) non-monotonous temperature dependene. In the high

temperature regime (T > TK) the relaxation rates, respetively, due to impurity

oupling, T imp
1 , and ondution eletrons, T cond−el

1 , are given by (see Eq.(26) and

Eq.(29))

1

T imp
1

=
2Ad(Ri)

2S(S + 1)

3π~(kBT )(Jρ(ǫF ))2
, (1)

1

T cond−el
1

=
π(kBT )

~
(Asρ(ǫF ))

2. (high temp.) (2)

Here Ad(Ri) is the hyper�ne interation of the nuleus at point Ri with the impurity

spin S = 1/2 at the origin, As is the hyper�ne interation of the nuleus with the

ondution eletrons and J is the interation of the impurity spin and ondution

eletrons. ρ(ǫF ) is the density of states at the Fermi energy. In the low temperature

regime (T < TK), the relaxation rates in the two ases are (see Eq.(31) and Eq.(35))

1

T imp
1

=
4π(kBT )Ad(Ri)

2

~(gsµB)4
χ2
imp

, (3)
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1

T cond−el
1

=
π(kBT )

~
(Asρ(ǫF ))

2

(

1 +
2C

N

TF

TK

)

. (low temp.) (4)

Here χ
imp

is the suseptibility of the impurity spin, C is a onstant of the order one, TF

is the Fermi temperature andN is the number of eletrons in the QPC. The ondution

eletron results at low temperatures and high temperatures di�er only through the

enhanement of the density of states of the ondution eletrons that ours below

the Kondo temperature. For details of these results we refer the reader to Se. 3

and Se. 4. Assoiating the (experimentally observed) harateristi temperature

sale ∼ 1K assoiated with the 0.7 feature with TK , we have the following estimates.

For T = 2K (high temperature regime), the nulear relaxation times assoiated with

proesses (a) and (b) near the entre of the QPC are respetively T imp
1 ≈ 0.1s and

T cond−el
1 ≈ 5s. For T = 0.5K (low temperature regime), we �nd T imp

1 ≈ 3.5 × 10−2s
and T cond−el

1 ≈ 20s. Away from the entre of the QPC, the nulear relaxation rate

due to impurity oupling dereases as the exhange (RKKY) interation of the bound

eletron and a nulear spin at a distane Ri from the eletron falls o� as 1/(kFRi).
We show in Se. 6 that below the Kondo temperature, relaxation by oupling to

ondution eletrons dominates at distanes beyond Ri = (4ǫF /kBTKkF ), where ǫF is

the Fermi energy of the eletrons in the QPC. For a 2D eletron density of 1011cm−2,
1D Fermi energy of 20K, and a Kondo temperature of 1K, we estimate this distane Ri

to be about 1.6µm, whih is of the order of the length of typial QPCs. Sine nulear

relaxation in the QPC a�ets the ondutane far more than that in the 2DEG leads,

we thus onlude that between these two eletroni mehanisms, the ondutane is

determined more by the nulear relaxation from oupling to the impurity eletron

than by oupling to the ondution eletrons.

The �nal test for a bound eletron, whih we propose here, omes from Knight

shift measurements. The temperature dependene of the Knight shift is shown to be

the same as the temperature dependene of the suseptibility of a Kondo impurity.

The Knight shift may be measured by observing the ondutane as a funtion of the

frequeny of an external eletromagneti wave to whih the QPC is subjeted. When

the frequeny mathes the di�erene in energy of suessive nulear Zeeman levels, the

nulear polarisation will get destroyed resulting in a sudden hange in ondutane.

Internulear dipolar interations give rise to non-onserving spin �ips and

internulear �ip-�ops, and limit the range of validity of our analysis. In GaAs, these

interations orrespond to a �eld of the order of a millitesla whih is equivalent to

T1 ∼ T2 ∼ 10−4s in the absene of a magneti �eld. However in a non-zero magneti

�eld of several millitesla, this intrinsi T1 may be many orders of magnitude larger (see

Se. 7); therefore the measurements we propose should be performed in the presene of

small but non-zero magneti �elds. Apart from non-onserving spin �ips, internulear

spin �ip-�op proesses an be signi�ant even in the presene of a magneti �eld, and

ause nulear spin di�usion (NSD). Our most onservative estimate (see Se. 7) for

the nulear spin di�usion time for the QPC is T sd
1 ∼ 0.4s whih is based on using the

bulk value for the nulear spin di�usion onstant in GaAs. However, as we disuss

later, the nulear spin di�usion onstant for a QPC with a loalised eletron an be

muh smaller than the bulk value beause the resulting non-uniformity of the hyper�ne

interation suppresses internulear �ip-�ops. We review reent literature on NSD in

quantum dots where it has been shown that NSD an be further suppressed by one

to two orders of magnitude by applying �elds greater than 1mT, and also by suitable

redesigning of the heterostruture as for example by growing AlGaAs layers on either
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side of the GaAs layer. We believe that the fairly long relaxation times assoiated

with NSD in QPCs (or quantum dots) together with the possibility of further strong

suppression of NSD through small magneti �elds and/or devie redesigning makes it

quite feasible to observe nulear relaxation e�ets due to the bound eletron in the

QPC.

The nulear relaxation and Knight shift measurements together enable a

on�rmation of the presene of a bound eletron in the QPC, if any.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. We introdue our model in

Se. 2 for a QPC with a bound eletron and provide general expressions of the

experimentally measured nulear relaxation rates T−1
1 and T−1

2 . In Se. 3 and Se. 4,

respetively, we analyze the nulear relaxation at temperatures above and below the

Kondo temperature. The rossover between the high and low temperature regimes

is disussed in Se. 5, and Se. 6 ontains a disussion of the relative strengths of

nulear relaxation by oupling to ondution eletrons and by oupling to the bound

eletron spin. Finally in Se. 7, we disuss nulear spin di�usion (NSD) e�ets, how

it a�ets our earlier analysis, and ways in whih NSD an be suppressed so that the

Kondo senario for the 0.7 feature may be feasibly tested with the proposed NMR

method.

2. Model

We onsider a simple model of a QPC de�ned in a two-dimensional eletron gas

(2DEG) in the xz plane, taking the transport diretion along the x axis. Let wx, wz

be the dimensions of the QPC in the xz plane, and wy in the diretion perpendiular

to the 2DEG. We assume the bound eletron (impurity) of spin S is loalised at the

origin r = 0 whih we take as the entre of the QPC. Let Ii be the nulear spins of

the host GaAs, and the ondution eletron spin density be denoted by σ(r). The
Hamiltonian is

H =
∑

kσ

ǫkc
†
kσ

ckσ −H0 ·

(

gsµBS+ gnµn

∑

i

Ii + gσµB

∑

i

σ(ri)

)

+

+ JS · σ(0) +As

∑

i

Ii · σ(Ri) +AdI0 · S. (5)

H0 is the external magneti �eld. We assume that the eletroni Zeeman energy

gσµB

∑

i H0 · σ(ri) is muh less than the Kondo temperature assoiated with the

(antiferromagneti) impurity-ondution eletron oupling J, (J > 0), suh that the

Kondo is not suppressed by Zeeman splitting. As is the hyper�ne oupling strength

between the nulei and ondution eletrons. It is of the order of 100µeV per nuleus

in GaAs. The hyper�ne ontat term Ad oupling the impurity eletron to the nulear

spins is proportional to the probability density of the loalised eletron wavefuntion

at the origin. Near to the entre of the QPC,

Ad ≈
8As

(wxwywz)
. (6)

The impurity spin is loalised over a volume, typially, wxwywz ∼ 1µm× 5nm× 20nm,

that greatly exeeds the volume per nuleus ∼ 1nm3. At temperatures muh lower

than the Fermi temperature, we may assume the impurity eletron remains in the

lowest energy state of the potential on�ning it. In the absene of the oupling of

the impurity spin to the ondution eletrons, the impurity suseptibility would have
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obeyed the Curie law. At temperatures small ompared to the Fermi temperature,

this suseptibility would be larger than the orresponding Pauli suseptibility of the

ondution eletrons.

We ignore the diret magneti dipolar interation of the nulear spins. In the

volume V0 = wxwywz where the impurity eletron is loalised, we will show that

the ontribution to nulear relaxation from the oupling of the nulear spin with

the ondution eletrons would be small ompared to the ontribution from the

nulear oupling with the loalised eletron. The reason is that the loalised eletron

orresponds to an enhaned spin density ompared to the ondution eletrons. We

an also ignore the indiret exhange (RKKY) interation of di�erent nulei as its

strength would be small, of the order of A2
s. However it is important to retain the

RKKY interation of the loalised eletron with distant nulei, espeially those lying

outside V0. The strength of this interation is proportional to JAs ≫ A2
s (eletroni

energy sales suh as J are expeted to be typially larger than orresponding nulear

energy sales suh as As). The RKKY hyper�ne interation will be of the form

HRKKY (Ri) = ARKKY (Ri)Ii · S, (7)

where, for kFRi ≫ 1 and one spatial dimension, the RKKY interation is [33℄

ARKKY (Ri) ≈ −
JAsρ(ǫF )

V0

[π

2
− Si(2kFRi)

]

, (8)

where ρ(ǫF ) = 4m/(2π~2kFwywz) is the density of eletron states in the QPC

and Si(x) is the sine integral funtion. At large values of its argument, Si(x) ≈
π/2 − cos(x)/x − sin(x)/x2, while for small values of x, Si(x) ≈ x. The hyper�ne

interation Ad for the nulei near the entre of the QPC (given by (6)) as well as

ARKKY (Ri) for those further away an be onveniently expressed by introduing a

spatially varying hyper�ne oupling Ad(Ri) :

HI,S =
∑

i

Ad(Ri)Ii · S. (9)

The oupling of a nulear spin with its external environment an be written as

Hn(Ri) = − gnµn(H0 +H
lo

(Ri)) · Ii, (10)

where

H
lo

(Ri) = −
1

gnµn
(Asσ(Ri) +Ad(Ri)S) (11)

is the loal �eld due to eletrons at the site Ri. The seond ontribution in (11) is

more important when the impurity to host nuleus distane is not very large beause

the suseptibility of the loalised spin, ∼ µ2
B/kBT is a fator ǫF /kBT larger than the

Pauli suseptibility per ondution eletron.

The loal �eld is the sum of an �average� part 〈H
lo

〉 and a �utuation part

δH
lo

. The nulear resonane ours at a frequeny ωn given by

~ωn(Ri) = gnµnH0(1 +K(Ri)),

where

K(Ri) = 〈Hz
lo

(Ri)〉/H0 (12)

is the Knight shift. The Knight shift in general depends on the loation Ri.
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The longitudinal and transverse nulear relaxation rates (due to loal �eld

�utuations) T−1
‖ and T−1

⊥ are respetively [34℄

T−1
‖ (Ri) =

(gnµn)
2

2~2

∫ ∞

−∞

dt 〈δHz
lo

(Ri, t)δH
z
lo

(Ri, 0)〉,

T−1
⊥ (Ri) =

(gnµn)
2

4~2

∫ ∞

−∞

dt eiωnt〈δH+

lo

(Ri, t)δH
−

lo

(Ri, 0)〉. (13)

These are related to the experimentally measured longitudinal relaxation rate T−1
1 and

transverse relaxation rate T−1
2 through [34℄

T−1
1 = 2T−1

⊥ ,

T−1
2 = T−1

‖ + T−1
⊥ . (14)

Thus the Knight shifts as well as the nulear relaxation rates depend on the loations

of the nulei.

It is possible to express the orrelators of the �utuating magneti �elds in (13)

in terms of the dynami suseptibility χαβ(Ri, ω) using the �utuation-dissipation

theorem. Here α and β are the longitudinal (z) and transverse (+,−) labels. The

�utuation-dissipation theorem gives

Imχαβ(Ri, ω) =
1

~
tanh

(

~ω

2kBT

)

Cαβ(Ri, ω), (15)

where

Cαβ(Ri, ω) =

∫ ∞

−∞

dt eiωt〈δMα(Ri, t)δM
β(Ri, 0)〉 (16)

is the orrelator of the �utuations of the magneti moment M. At low frequenies

ω ≪ kBT/~, (15) simpli�es to

Im

χαβ(Ri, ω)

ω
≈

(

ω

2kBT

)

Cαβ(Ri, ω).

We now study two extreme ases. The �rst onerns nulei not very far from

the impurity so that the relaxation of the nulei is dominated by their oupling to

the impurity. The seond ase onerns distant nulei where the RKKY interation

is small and the nulear relaxation is dominated by their oupling to the ondution

eletrons. We will study the nulear relaxation both above and below the Kondo

temperature of the impurity eletron.

3. Temperatures above TK

3.1. Relaxation due to impurity oupling

The loal �eld at a nuleus at Ri has a simple relation with the magneti moment M

of the impurity eletron:

H
lo

(Ri) ≈ −
Ad(Ri)

gnµn
S = −

Ad(Ri)

gngsµnµs
M. (17)

Using this relation between M and H
lo

together with (13) and (15), the nulear

relaxation rates at low frequenies an be shown to be

T−1
‖ (Ri) = kBT

(

Ad(Ri)

~gsµB

)2

Im

χzz
imp

(ω)

ω

∣

∣

∣

∣

ω→0

, (18)
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and

T−1
⊥ (Ri) =

1

4~

(

Ad(Ri)

gsµB

)2

coth

(

~ωn

2kBT

)

Imχ+−

imp

(ωn). (19)

In our ase, kBT is muh larger than the nulear Zeeman energy ~ωn, so T−1
⊥ is

approximately

T−1
⊥ (Ri) =

kBT

2

(

Ad(Ri)

~gsµB

)2

Im

χ+−

imp

(ω)

ω

∣

∣

∣

∣

ω→0

. (20)

χ
imp

is the suseptibility of the impurity eletron. We need to obtain expressions for

the imaginary part of the impurity suseptibility.

Let T−1
e1 and T−1

e2 be the longitudinal and transverse relaxation times for the

impurity, and let χL
imp

and χT
imp

be respetively the longitudinal and transverse

stati impurity suseptibilities:

χL
imp

= gsµB∂〈Sz〉/∂H0,

χT
imp

= gsµB〈Sz〉/H0. (21)

At small magneti �elds, there is no di�erene between the stati longitudinal and

transverse impurity suseptibility. Expressions for the imaginary part of the impurity

suseptibility are available in the literature [35℄:

Im

χzz
imp

(ω)

ω
= χL

imp

Te1

1 + (ωTe1)2
,

Im

χ+−

imp

(ω)

2ω
= χT

imp

Te2

1 + [(ω − ωe)Te2]2
. (22)

Te1 and Te2 also depend on the frequeny but we are interested only in the zero

frequeny limits. From Ref. [34℄,

T−1
e1 = T−1

e2 =
πkBT

~
(Jρ(ǫF ))

2, ωeTe2 ≪ 1, (23)

T−1
e1 = 2T−1

e2 = πS(Jρ(ǫF ))
2ωe, ωeTe2 ≫ 1. (24)

The orresponding expressions for the imaginary part of the impurity suseptibility

may obtained from (22) by substituting the values of the stati transverse and

longitudinal impurity suseptibility de�ned in (21).[34℄ For ωeTe2 ≪ 1 we have

Im

χzz
imp

(ω)

ω

∣

∣

∣

∣

ω→0

= Im

χ+−

imp

(ω)

2ω

∣

∣

∣

∣

ω→0

=
2~S(S + 1)(gsµB)

2

3π(kBT )2(Jρ(ǫF ))2
, ωeTe2 ≪ 1; (25)

thus the nulear relaxation rates are

T−1
‖ (Ri) = T−1

⊥ (Ri) =
Ad(Ri)

2S(S + 1)

3π~(kBT )(Jρ(ǫF ))2
, ωeTe2 ≪ 1. (26)

For ωeTe2 ≫ 1, whih is the ase at low temperatures and/or high �elds, the

�utuations are very anisotropi. The imaginary part of the impurity suseptibility
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and the orresponding nulear relaxation rates are

Im

χ+−

imp

(ω)

2ω

∣

∣

∣

∣

ω→0

=
πS2(gsµB)

2(Jρ(ǫF ))
2

2ω2
e

,

T−1
⊥ (Ri) =

π(kBT )Ad(Ri)
2S2(Jρ(ǫF ))

2

2~3ω2
e

, (27)

and

Im

χzz
imp

(ω)

ω

∣

∣

∣

∣

ω→0

=
(gsµB)

2e−~ωe/kBT

πωeS(kBT )(Jρ(ǫF ))2
,

T−1
‖ (Ri) =

Ad(Ri)
2e−~ωe/kBT

π~2ωe(Jρ(ǫF ))2
≈ 0, ωeTe2 ≫ 1. (28)

The experimentally observed relaxation rates T−1
1 and T−1

2 are obtained by using the

relations in (14).

3.2. Relaxation due to ondution eletron oupling

Expressions for nulear relaxation due to oupling to ondution eletrons an be

obtained by substituting J, ωe and Te in (23) by As, ωn and Tn. Sine the nulear

Zeeman energy is so small, we will always be interested in the high temperature ase.

The result is [36℄

T−1
1 = T−1

2 =
π(kBT )

~
(Asρ(ǫF ))

2. (29)

Note that the nulear relaxation due to oupling to the impurity spin does not have

a Korringa-like temperature dependene. This may be regarded as a signature of the

presene of a loalised eletron.

4. Temperatures below TK

Let us now onsider nulear relaxation below the Kondo temperature TK . The more

interesting ase, again, is that of relaxation by oupling to the impurity spin.

4.1. Relaxation due to impurity spin

The following analysis presumes that gsµBH0/kBTK ≪ 1. For higher �elds, the

analysis of Se. 3 should be used. At small �elds, we have mentioned earlier that

there is no di�erene between the stati longitudinal and transverse suseptibilities.

When T ≪ TK , the imaginary part of the suseptibility satis�es an elegant relation,

[37℄

Im

χzz
imp

(ω)

ω

∣

∣

∣

∣

ω→0

= Im

χ+−

imp

(ω)

2ω

∣

∣

∣

∣

ω→0

=
2π~χ2

imp

(gsµB)2
. (30)

As a result, the nulear relaxation rates take the simple form

T−1
‖ = T−1

⊥ =
2π(kBT )Ad(Ri)

2

~(gsµB)4
χ2
imp

. (31)
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Using (17) in the de�nition of the Knight shift, (12), it is easy to see that

K(Ri) =
Ad(Ri)Reχ

zz
imp

(0)

(gnµn)(gsµB)
. (32)

Reχzz(0) is just the stati impurity suseptibility χ
imp

. Eq.(32) is also valid above

the Kondo temperature. Di�erent nulei will ouple with the impurity with di�erent

strengths Ad(Ri); however, the temperature dependene of the Knight shift will be

the same. Sine Ad(Ri) falls o� with distane, one would observe a spread of Knight

shifts and the spread would ontinuously inrease in the same sense as the impurity

suseptibility as the temperature is lowered. Ultimately, the suseptibility will saturate

at the lowest temperatures whih would orrespond to a maximum spread of the

Knight shifts. The same an be said for the relaxation rates (see (31)). Suh behaviour

of the Knight shift has been reported in Cu:Fe alloys [38℄.

Combining (31) and (32) we get [34, 37℄

K(Ri)
2T1(Ri)T =

(gsµB)
2

(gnµn)2
~

4πkB
. (33)

Eq.(33) has the form of Korringa relaxation.[36℄

4.2. Relaxation due to ondution eletron oupling

Relaxation due to oupling to ondution eletrons matters only for those nulei that

are so far from the impurity that their RKKY oupling to the impurity is weaker

than their hyper�ne oupling with the ondution eletrons. That happens when

kFRi ≫ 1. As the temperature falls below the impurity Kondo temperature, there is

an enhanement in the density of states at the Fermi energy: [39℄

ρ̃(ǫF ) = ρ(ǫF )[1 + C(TF /TK)1/N ], T ≪ TK (34)

where the tilde denotes the Kondo-enhaned density of states at the Fermi energy, C
is a onstant of order one, and N is the number of eletrons in the QPC. This leads

to an enhanement of the relaxation rate [40℄ given in (29):

T−1
1 =

π(kBT )

~
(Asρ̃(ǫF ))

2, T ≪ TK . (35)

Thus we an summarise,

T−1
1 |T≪TK

T−1
1 |T≫TK

=
ρ̃(ǫF )

2

ρ(ǫF )2
≈ 1 + 2C(TF /TK)1/N. (36)

We should perhaps use this enhaned density of states even for the ase of relaxation

through oupling to the impurity spin below the Kondo temperature.

Appliation of a magneti �eld will tend to derease the density of states towards

the high temperature value. In the Kondo regime, the impurity suseptibility is

proportional to the density of states of the ondution eletrons. From the known

Bethe ansatz solution for the impurity magnetisation, we an extrat the magneti

�eld dependene of the density of states: [41℄

ρ̃(ǫF , H0) ≈ ρ(ǫF )

[

1 +
CTF

NTK

(

1− C′

(

gsµBH0

kBTK

)2
)]

, (37)

where C′
is a onstant of order one.
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5. Crossover between high and low temperature regimes

We have two independent parameters demarating low and high temperature

behaviour: ωeTe2 and T/TK. So we need to disuss further the meaning of low and

high temperature regimes.

The Kondo temperature is approximately TK ≈ ǫF e
−1/Jρ(ǫF ), where Jρ(ǫF ) is

the unrenormalised, i.e., bare, Kondo oupling. Given that ǫF ≈ 20K, we annot have
too small a value for Jρ(ǫF ) if we are to have any hope of probing the behaviour on

either side of the Kondo temperature. Even for Jρ(ǫF ) = 0.1, we would get a very

small TK ≈ 10−3K. Let us therefore assume that the bare Jρ(ǫF ) . 1.
In our disussion of the behaviour above TK , we had obtained two regimes

depending on the magnitude of ωeTe2. A small value of ωeTe2 orresponded to a high

temperature. From (23), we an see that the riterion for high temperature behaviour

(26) is

T ≫ T
high

=
~ωe

πkB(Jρ(ǫF ))2
. (38)

This is not too di�erent from the temperature orresponding to the Zeeman splitting

of the loalised eletron given our expetations regarding the value of Jρ(ǫF ). Now
the Kondo temperature an either be larger or smaller than T

high

.

Suppose TK ≪ T
high

. Then in priniple we have three regimes: T ≫ T
high

,

TK ≪ T ≪ T
high

, and T ≪ TK . In the high temperature regime, T ≫ T
high

, we will

observe a non-Korringa relaxation, (26), due to oupling with the impurity spin.

Note that the ondition TK ≪ T
high

orresponds to TK ≪ gsµBH0/kB. However

all our disussion of T ≪ TK assumed that the Zeeman splitting of the impurity was

less than the Kondo temperature. We should not use those results for T ≪ TK . In
fat, the large Zeeman �eld suppresses the �Fermi liquid� regime of the Kondo model.

Thus there is no Kondo regime for TK ≪ T
high

. There are just two regimes separated

by T
high

, and the relaxation rates in these two regimes are given by (26), (27) and

(28). The maximum relaxation rate ours around T
high

where ωeTe2 ≈ 1.

Suppose TK ≫ T
high

. If the impurity Zeeman splitting is small, then this is

the likely senario. In that ase we should rede�ne our high temperature regime

to mean T ≫ TK . Owing to the qualitative hange in the suseptibility and other

properties at T < TK , we must not use (when T < TK) (26), (27) and (28) whih were

derived assuming a Curie suseptibility for the impurity spin and the bare value of

the dimensionless Kondo oupling. Suh assumptions are orret only when T ≫ TK .
In the low temperature regime, T ≪ TK , the relaxation will be given by (31). In

the region of T = TK , the ratio of the relaxation rate on the high temperature side

to the Kondo side is of the order of 1/(Jρ(ǫF ))
2. Sine the oupling onstant Jρ(ǫF )

diverges below T = TK , the Kondo relaxation rate will dominate near T = TK and

below. As the temperature is dereased starting from the high temperature side, one

would observe a steady enhanement of the relaxation rate (obeying the 1/T law) up

to T ∼ TK , followed by a linear-T derease aording to (31). (Maximum relaxation

rate at T ≈ TK .)
Further on�rmation of the Kondo e�et an be made by measuring the

temperature dependene of the Knight shift as shown in (32). If the temperature

dependene of the Knight shift is the same as that of the Kondo impurity suseptibility

both above and below the Kondo temperature, then the Kondo e�et will be on�rmed.
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6. Relaxation by impurity oupling and ondution eletron oupling

Let us ompare the relative magnitudes of relaxation by oupling to the impurity

spin and to ondution eletrons. Consider the low temperature regime, T ≪ TK ,
and a small magneti �eld suh that TK ≫ gsµBH0/kB. Thus we need to ompare

the relaxation rates in (31) and (35). First onsider nulei inside the region V0

about the impurity. In this region, we have mentioned earlier that Ad(Ri) ≈
8As/(wxwywz). It is easy to see that the ratio of the relaxation rates through

oupling with the impurity and with the ondution eletrons is of the order of

(Ad(Ri)χ
imp

/(gsµB)
2)2/(Asρ(ǫF ))

2 ∼ (4π~2kF /mwxkBTK)2, where we used ρ(ǫF ) =

4m/(2π~2kFwywz). Estimating 2π/wx ∼ kF , the ratio works out to∼ (4ǫF/TK)2 ≫ 1.
Therefore in the region V0 around the impurity eletron, nulear relaxation is primarily

through oupling with this eletron. Outside V0, the impurity RKKY oupling

dereases as 1/(kFRi). The distane at whih relaxation by ondution eletrons

beomes omparable depends on the strength of Jρ(ǫF ). We have argued before that

we need Jρ(ǫF ) . 1 in order to have any hane of measuring on both sides of the

Kondo temperature with the usual apparatus. Thus the RKKY interation is smaller

than As by a fator of 1/(kFRi). Therefore the distane beyond whih relaxation is

mostly by ondution eletron oupling orresponds to (4ǫF /kBTK)2/(kFRi)
2 < 1, or

Ri > 4ǫF/(kBTKkF ).
The Kondo impurity, if present, will be easier to detet through its diret or

RKKY exhange oupling with the nulear spins for three reasons. First, we have

already seen above that the higher suseptibility of the impurity ompared to the

ondution eletron suseptibility for T ≪ TF leads to a stronger nulear relaxation

rate. Seond, the temperature dependene of the nulear relaxation in the former

ase does not follow the Korringa law at high temperatures. Third, the Knight shift

will broaden as the temperature is lowered, and the temperature dependene of the

broadening will be diretly proportional to the Kondo impurity suseptibility (whih

is well-known). All ases we disussed obey the Korringa law at temperatures below

the Kondo temperature.

We have not disussed the role of possible eletron-eletron interation. Eletron

interation will a�et both the density of states as well as the impurity suseptibility.

Proximity to a ferromagneti instability of the ondution eletrons will enhane

the impurity suseptibility (through enhanement of the eletron gyromagneti ratio)

whih will tend to inrease the relaxation rate. However one needs to keep in mind

any interation e�ets on the density of states. In the absene of the Kondo impurity,

Moriya has shown that the nulear relaxation rate is enhaned by eletron-eletron

repulsion [42℄.

7. Relaxation by nulear spin di�usion

In our treatment we have so far ignored internulear dipolar interations that will ause

internulear �ip-�ops and nononserving nulear spin �ips. In GaAs, the intrinsi

nulear relaxation times T1 and T2 an roughly estimated to be of the order of

~/ǫdd ∼ 10−4s, where ǫdd is the magneti dipolar interation of neighbouring nulei

orresponding to a �eld of about 1mT ating on the nulei. In non-zero �elds, however,

T1 an be larger by several orders of magnitude as for example has been observed [43℄

in GaAs where T1 ∼ 103s at �elds of about 140mT. In the following disussion we

assume that a �eld of several millitesla is present so that nononserving spin �ips due
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to internulear interation may be ignored.

In addition to nononserving spin �ips, one also has internulear spin �ip-�op

proesses. The latter give rise to nulear spin di�usion (NSD) and our even in the

presene of an external magneti �eld. NSD e�ets in quantum dots are a topi of muh

reent study owing to their importane for nulear spin polarisation based qubits. A

thorough analysis of NSD is not attempted here given the inomplete understanding

in the literature of the same on quantum dots. Instead we disuss qualitatively the

onditions under whih NSD e�ets an be important in our ase, and how this may

be suppressed to allow the eletroni relaxation mehanisms to have a greater e�et

on the QPC ondutane. A simple model for studying the spatial dependene and

temporal deay of the nulear polarisation is

∂M

∂t
= D∇2M −

M −M0

T1(r)
, (39)

where D is the nulear spin di�usion onstant and M0 is the steady state nulear

polarisation in the given external magneti �eld. The nulear spin di�usion onstant

is related to the deoherene time T2 for the nulear polarisation; for a ubi lattie

suh as GaAs [44, 45℄,

D ≈
a2

30T2
, (40)

where a is the nearest distane between nulei of the same speies. In pure, bulk

GaAs, the internulear �ip-�op proesses set an upper limit to T2 ∼ ~/ǫdd ∼ 10−4s,
whih gives us Dbulk ∼ 10−13cm2/s. Experimentally observed values of the nulear

spin di�usion onstant in bulk GaAs due to internulear dipolar interations are in

agreement with this rough estimate [46℄.

In a quantum dot with a loalised impurity eletron, the spatial variation of

the loalised eletron wavefuntion leads to a spatially varying hyper�ne ontat

interation. This a�ets both the relaxation and spatial distribution of the nulear

polarisation. First, the spatial variation of the hyper�ne interation in the quantum

dot has been shown [47℄ to ause a suppression of the di�usion onstantDdot in the dot

by a fator of the order of 10 ompared to Dbulk beause nulear �ip-�op transitions

in this ase do not onserve energy. Experimentally, the NSD onstant in quantum

dots has also been reported to be small ompared to the bulk value [48, 49℄. Seond,

during the build-up of the nulear polarisation, the inhomogeneity of the hyper�ne

interation translates into an inhomogeneous nulear polarisation, with a maximum

near the entre of the dot, and rapid deay outside the dot. Due to the presene of the

di�usion term, the solution of Eq.(39) with a nonuniform initial distribution of nulear

polarisation does not in general deay exponentially with time [50℄. Exponential deay

an however take plae if the di�usion energy in Eq.(39) is smaller than ~/T1. We

estimate the nulear di�usion rate 1/T sd
1 to be the order of Ddot/l

2
min, where lmin is

the smallest dimension of the QPC along whih nulear spins may di�use. In our ase,

lmin = wy = 5nm, and onservatively using for Ddot the bulk di�usion value Dbulk

for GaAs, we �nd T sd
1 ≈ 0.4s. If we take into aount the suppression of the di�usion

onstant in the quantum dot beause of an inhomogeneous hyper�ne interation [47℄,

we will have T sd
1 ∼ 4s for Ddot ∼ 0.1Dbulk. In reent measurements on quantum

dots [51℄, enhanement of the nulear relaxation time by a fator of nearly two orders

of magnitude (to nearly 100s) has been reported at �elds more than 1mT. Another
way to inrease the NSD time is by designing the 2DEG suh that we have AlGaAs

layers on either side of the 2DEG, instead of on one side as we have onsidered here.
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NSD is suppressed in a diretion perpendiular to the 2DEG beause of the hange

of material from GaAs to AlGaAs as well as disorder in AlGaAs [52℄. In suh a

redesigned QPC, we should regard the transverse width wz = 20nm as lmin, and that

will give T sd
1 ∼ 6.4s even if inhomogeneous hyper�ne interation e�ets are not taken

into aount, and T sd
1 ∼ 65s if this is taken into aount. We note that in experiments

on quantum dots in Ref. [53℄, T sd
1 has been estimated to be as long as 200s.

To ompare with the nulear relaxation rates in the Kondo senario whih is

the subjet of this paper, we have for the QPC Ad ≈ 5.8 × 10−29J per nuleus and

we assoiate the experimental energy sale determining the ondutane with the

Kondo temperature: TK ≈ 1K. For a QPC de�ned in a GaAs 2DEG with ondution

eletron density 1011cm−2, the 1D Fermi energy ǫF (m = 0.067me) in the lowest

sub-band is about 20K; and using TK ≈ ǫF e
−1/Jρ(ǫF ), we estimate the bare (high

temperature) value of Jρ(ǫF ) ≈ 0.35. In the �high� temperature region (T > TK),

say T = 2K, Eq.(26) then gives the relaxation time due to oupling to the impurity

eletron as T imp
1 ≈ 0.1s. This is omparable with our most onservative estimate

above for the relaxation time due to nulear spin di�usion, while if we take into

aount the suppression of NSD due to inhomogeneous hyper�ne interation, and/or

design the 2DEG to suppress di�usion perpendiular to the 2DEG, NSD e�ets are

muh smaller and may be ignored in a �rst treatment. The relaxation time using

the above parameters due to oupling to ondution eletrons as estimated from

Eq.(29) is T cond−el
1 ≈ 5s, whih is also long ompared to relaxation by oupling to

the paramagneti impurity. In the �low� temperature region (T < TK), the relaxation

time assoiated with oupling to the paramagneti impurity as given by Eq.(31) (using

χ
imp

≈ (gsµB)
2/kBTK) is T imp

1 ≈ 3.5 × 10−2s at T = 0.5K, whih is muh shorter

than the relaxation times T sd
1 ∼ 10s and T cond−el

1 (at this temperature T cond−el
1 ≈ 20s)

respetively due to NSD and oupling to ondution eletrons. The latter two e�ets

are therefore safely ignored in the QPC, exept at very low temperatures when NSD

may dominate beause it does not vanish at T = 0. Away from the entre of the QPC,

relaxation by oupling to the paramagneti impurities and oupling to ondution

eletrons beome omparable. We estimate this distane from the disussion in Se.

6 to be Ri = (4ǫF /kBTKkF ) ≈ 1.6µm, whih is of the order of the length of the

QPC. Thus outside the QPC, relaxation by oupling to ondution eletrons is also

important. It is easily seen that the same is also true for NSD. Nevertheless, sine

the ondutane is very sensitive to the Overhauser �eld in the QPC and not to the

Overhauser �eld in the 2DEG, we onlude that to a �rst approximation, T1 obtained

from the ondutane of the QPC is dominated by the oupling to the paramagneti

impurity ompared to nulear spin di�usion and oupling to ondution eletrons.

To summarise, nulear spin di�usion e�ets may be ignored in our analysis if the

experiments are performed in �elds of several millitesla, and the temperature is high

enough suh that the nulear di�usion time l2min/D is muh longer than the relaxation

time T1 from eletroni proesses. A more aurate treatment of NSD e�ets is needed

at very low temperatures and for long QPCs.
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